MOVES IN THE FIELD JUDGING FORM
ADAPTIVE SKATING
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Expectations for this test reflect a passing average that aligns with the fundamentals of ice skating. Skater should demonstrate, although not necessarily master, the following: good edges, flow, extension and form (rule 5124).
ELEMENTS
TEST STANDARDS / EXPECTATIONS

PATTERNS

1. Eight-Step Mohawk Sequence

Two 8-step mohawk sequences CCW. Step order is: F Xover into a L FO mohawk, followed by L BI, R BO, L
BI cross F and R FI. Should maintain march cadence (1 beat per step). Btwn circles is 2-beat L foot transition.
Sequence repeated twice in opposite direction. Intro. steps are opt. May start on either foot.

2. Forward and Backward Free Skate Cross Strokes
•F
•B

Free skate cross strokes length of ice surface. F for 1 length & B for 2nd length. Intro. steps & end patterns opt.
May start on either foot.

3. Alternating Right Forward Change of Edge and Left Forward Three-Turns

R FO-I CE into L FI 3-turn, followed by a R FI-O CE edge into L FO 3-turn. Down length of the rink, in sequence. Max of 4 intro. steps.

4. Alternating Left Forward Change of Edge and Right Forward Three-Turns

L FO-I CE into R FI 3-turn, followed by a L FI-O CE edge into R FO 3-turn. Down length of the rink, in sequence. Max of 4 intro. steps.

5. Alternating Backward Crossovers to Backward Outside Edges

Alternating B Xovers to BO edges in consecutive half circles for one length of rink. 4 or 5 lobes should be
skated. Intro. steps are opt.

6. Backward Circle Eight

From standing start onto BO edge, complete one BO figure 8. Upon returning to center at end of 2nd circle,
skater will perform BI figure 8 by pushing onto a BI edge, repeating previously skated circle. Circles should be
equal in size and aprox. 3 times the skater’s height. Skater may mark center; may start on either foot.
Any number of elements may be reskated at the
request of the Judge-in-Charge
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The entire test will be marked on a “pass” or “retry” basis only, and individual marks will not be awarded. The “pass” or
“retry” will be arrived at by consideration of the composite of each element in relation to the whole.
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